BRACE YOURSELVES FOR THE IMPACT OF THE SHOCKING WIND-UP TO THIS YARN!

THE NEAT JOB!

GOOD LORD, LADY! WHAT MADE YOU DO IT?

YOU'D BETTER TELL US ABOUT IT, MRS. BERDEEN! START FROM THE BEGINNING!

A CRIME SUSPENSTORY
Eleanor Berdeen's face was a rigid white mask with wide staring eyes. She gazed blankly into the shadows of the cellar workshop. The two detectives from homicide waited in silence for her to start her story. When she began to talk, her voice was unexpressive... a low dreary monotone...

I married Arthur three years ago. I didn't know why I did it—perhaps I was afraid of the prospect of becoming an old maid.

In any case, I did it. I never loved him. I just needed a husband... badly...

Happy, Eleanor?

Yes, Arthur! Very! But... where will we live after the honeymoon is over?

I was going to surprise you... but I might as well tell you now! I've put a deposit on a house in Bexley!

Oh, Arthur! Really! How wonderful! What does it look like? Is it furnished?

You'll see it, Eleanor! I'm sure you'll like it!

Of course I'll like it, Arthur... if you bought it for me, dear! I can't wait to see it!

I couldn't wait for the honeymoon to be over! Frankly, I was bored stiff! Never having loved Arthur, I found the whole thing quite dull! I looked forward to the pleasure of living in my own house with delightful anticipation! Finally we arrived...

There it is! Isn't it attractive?

Y...yes! Very... nice!

'Arthur made a feeble attempt to carry me across the threshold but didn't exactly succeed! As he stood beside me... breathing hard... I surveyed the horror he'd dragged me into! The place was furnished, all right... in fact it was over-furnished! Every available inch of space was occupied by some nauseating dust-catcher...

Come! Let's go inside! It's completely furnished. You'll adore it!

I love antiques... don't you, Eleanor?

Oh... yes, Arthur! They're so... so interesting!
I HATED THE PLACE. WHEN WE SETTLED DOWN TO A DAILY ROUTINE AND ARTHUR RETURNED TO WORK, I TRIED REARRANGING THE FURNITURE TO MAKE IT LOOK A LITTLE BETTER! BUT... THE NIGHT AFTER I DID IT...

YES, ARTHUR!

IT'S FUNNY HOW YOU GET TO KNOW A MAN AFTER YOU'RE MARRIED TO HIM! SO I GOT TO KNOW ARTHUR! OH, LORD, YES! AND THE MORE I LEARNED, THE MORE I BEGAN TO DESPISE HIM...

A PLACE FOR EVERYTHING... AND EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE, ELEANOR!

YES, ARTHUR!

HE WAS RIDICULOUS... A FIEND FOR NEATNESS! EVERY RIGHT HE'D COME HOME FROM WORK AND GO THROUGH HIS DRAWERS TO SEE THAT I HADN'T DISTURBED THEIR PRECISE ARRANGEMENTS.

ELEANOR! THE LAUNDRY CAME BACK TODAY, DIDN'T IT?

YES, ARTHUR!

HOW MANY TIMES HAVE I TOLD YOU MY SHORTS GO ON THE LEFT... FOLDED IN HALF... BUTTONS UP?

BUT... THE NIGHT AFTER I DID IT...

YOU THOUGHT? NEVER MIND WHAT YOU THOUGHT! I TOLD YOU I WANTED THIS HOUSE LEFT EXACTLY AS IT WAS! I MEANT IT! NOW CHANGE IT ALL BACK AGAIN!

YOU THOUGHT? NEVER MIND WHAT YOU THOUGHT? I TOLD YOU I WANTED THIS HOUSE LEFT EXACTLY AS IT WAS! I MEANT IT! NOW CHANGE IT ALL BACK AGAIN!

HE GOT RED AS A BEETLE! HE BLEW UP!

WHAT DID YOU DO? WHO TOLD YOU TO REARRANGE THE FURNITURE?

I THOUGHT IT MIGHT LOOK Nicer...

OH, I WOULDN'T CHANGE A THING, ARTHUR! EVERYTHING IS PERFECT!

HAVE A HARD DAY AT THE OFFICE, DEAR? NOT BAD, EL. WHAT IN BLAZES?

IT'S FUNNY HOW YOU GET TO KNOW A MAN AFTER YOU'RE MARRIED TO HIM! SO I GOT TO KNOW ARTHUR! OH, LORD, YES! AND THE MORE I LEARNED, THE MORE I BEGAN TO DESPISE HIM...

A PLACE FOR EVERYTHING... AND EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE, ELEANOR!

YES, ARTHUR!

HE WANTED IT LEFT EXACTLY AS IT WAS... EXACTLY AS IT IS... EXACTLY!
"It was maddening! He'd go through the house on a white-glove inspection..."

"Yes... Arthur! The top of this door jamb is dusty. Eleanor! You have to learn to be less sloppy when you clean!"

"He'd even criticize the way I'd set the table. This is not the way we fold napkins, dear! You must learn to do it right!"

"It got worse and worse... Look at this table, Eleanor! There's dust on it! You'll have to be neater than that!"

"By our first anniversary, he'd made a nervous wreck out of me! It was about that time that he'd begun building his workshop here in the cellar..."

"What are you doing down here, Arthur? You'll see, dear!"

"He'd spent a small fortune on the machine tools he'd installed in the workshop! He'd bought every gadget available. How do you like it, dear? It looks very nice, dear!"

"Yes! And it's going to stay that way, too! Take lessons from the way I keep this place, dear! You'll see what neatness and orderliness mean!"

"Oh, lord, he kept that workshop neat! Everything had a specific place where it was kept, stored, or hung! He had shelves of jars, each labeled carefully, where tiny screws, nuts, and other items were sorted and filed... I know where everything is! Everything! That's neatness."

"Yes, Arthur!"
By the end of the second year I was ready to walk out. Chuck everything and leave! He'd moved into the kitchen with his perverted mania for orderliness.

Eleanor! You used a can of tomato soup and didn't check it off the list! And you didn't fill in the empty place with one from the back!

I... I forgot, Arthur!

You forgot? That's no excuse! You mustn't forget! Don't let it happen again!

Yes, Arthur!

His idiotic check-lists slayed me! He had one for the food which he kept in the pantry! It was an inventory of the canned goods! When I used a can, I was supposed to check it off the list so it could be replaced.

Hmmm! Running low on rhubarb, I see!

Eleanor! You used two aspirin tablets and didn't check them off!

He kept another one in the bathroom on the inside of the medicine cabinet door! It listed all the drugs and their quantities! Regularly he'd count the pills in the bottles!

He even started organizing the way I kept the kitchen utensils. From now on, pots and pans will be kept in their proper places in the cupboard! No more throwing them haphazardly into the stove!

Then he'd moved into my bedroom, criticizing the way I kept my closet.

Hangers should all hook over the rod from the front! And your clothes should all hang the same way... button side facing left! That's neatness!

He assailed my drawers...

Keep your undies to the right... stockings in small boxes... sweaters to the left... blouses in the middle...

Yes, Arthur!
Then we'd check to see if his orders had been carried out.

You called me, Arthur?

Eleanor! You've got a pair of black pumps in among the brown shoes in the shoe rack! Lord, will you ever learn to be neat? Brown shoes on one shelf...black below!

Sometimes...sometimes I felt like...

Eleanor! This magazine is upside down in the stand! Titles up...covers out...please!

One day, I needed a thumb tack and had searched Arthur's workshop for one! That night...

Eleanor! Were you down here in my workshop?

Yes, Arthur! I needed a...

Keep out of here, understand?

This is the one place I can keep neat! Don't you come around slopping it up with your messy ways...do you hear? I forbid you to come down here again.

I went down to the cellar and took a hammer! I noted carefully where I'd taken it from, so I could replace it exactly right.

Then, yesterday, a picture came loose from the wall! The nail that held it was so old, it just bent and...

What was that?

I'd rushed down to the glazier to have the broken picture glass replaced and returned before Arthur'd gotten home...

I've got to hang it back up again or he'll have a fit!

He'll be steaming if he figures out.
'Then I'd taken down one of the hundreds of labeled jars that lined the shelves. One with nails that looked like the right size...

Just one nail! He surely hasn't counted these!

'I took a nail out of the jar and started to put it back in its proper place on the shelf, when...' 

Oh, my God! Eeeee...

'The jar shattered into a thousand pieces on the cement cellar floor and the nails lay scattered crazily about! For a moment I stared at the mess...dumbfounded...' 

'I listened to him moving through the house! I heard him stop for a moment! Then I heard him shout...' 

Eleanor? What's happened to the picture...here?

Oh...Lord... Help... Sos... Sos... me...

'I could hear him stamping toward the cellar door! He was angry! I could tell! I was frightened! What would happen when he found me...and the broken jar...' 

Eleanor? You down there? Are you in my workshop? Are you...what...what's going on here?

I told you to keep out of here...didn't I?

I wanted...to hang the picture back up...so you wouldn't be...angry...

'He glared at the broken jar and the nails scattered over the workshop floor! His face grew red...his eyes blazed!' 

Please, Arthur! Don't be angry! I was only trying to...
His face was crimson! He raved wildly—"You wanted to hang the picture up... so you came down here for a nail, eh? Only you broke the jar, eh? Sloppy... sloppy Eleanor... broke the jar!"

"I felt everything spinning... my face grew hot... my cheeks burned... Can't you do anything neat? Can't you? Can't you?"

"I backed away and my hand closed on something... a handle of one of Arthur's tools! I pulled it from its place as everything went black..." Eleanor!

"I remember doing that? I remember wanting to show him I could be neat! I remember I wanted it to be a neat job! I cleaned up everything when I was finished!"

The detectives from homicide turned toward the rows of jars that lined the shelves! Each one was in its place, but Arthur's precise carefully lettered labels had been replaced by new ones in Eleanor's nervous scrawl! They each briefly described the contents of their respective jars...

Look for yourselves! I cleaned up the blood... every drop! Yeah, lady! You certainly did a neat job! Choke very neat?"
HERE IS A TALE OF TENSION WITH AN ELECTRIFYING FINISH!

YELLOW!

A WAR SUSPENSTORY

COLONEL CLARK HENDERSON STOOD AT THE MULTI-COLORED TERRAIN MAP THAT HUNG ON THE BATTERED WALL OF THE LOW BUILDING. HE'D CHOSEN AS HIS TEMPORARY HEADQUARTERS. IN THE DISTANCE, MUFFLED EXPLOSIONS DENOTED THE CLOSE PROXIMITY OF THE ENEMY ARTILLERY.

GET ME HEADQUARTERS ON THE PHONE, SERGEANT RIGHT AWAY!

SORRY, SIR! CAN'T SEEM TO GET THROUGH! OUR LINES MUST BE CUT!

THE COLONEL CURSED ANGRILY AND STRODE TO THE OPEN DOORWAY WHERE A SENTRY STOOD AT ATTENTION.

GET CAPTAIN MILLIKEN OF "B" COMPANY OVER HERE, IMMEDIATELY! TELL HIM IT'S URGENT!

YES, SIR!
The colonel strode back to his desk, lit a cigarette, and puffed it anxiously. Finally, Captain Milliken stepped through the doorway and saluted sharply. Colonel Henderson returned the salute.

You sent for me, colonel? At ease, captain? You can smoke if you like!

Colonel Henderson pointed to the map...his face grim...

The situation is serious, captain! The Germans have broken through here... here...and here! They've completely by-passed our left flank and have begun moving through the hedge-rows at our rear!

Serjeant Maurer, here, reports that communication with headquarters is impossible, which probably means they've located our phone lines and cut them.

Exactly! I want those phone lines repaired, captain...at any cost! We've got to get through to headquarters for help before it's too late.

Yes, sir! I'll order a squad out at once!

Boo! Oh, by the way, captain! How's Martin... er... my son, Lieuten-ant Henderson, going? This is his first time in combat!

Well, man! Speak up! What did he call him? He called him 'yellow,' sir! He asked to be transferred to a different platoon! He said Lieutenant Henderson is a coward...sir!
Colonel Henderson sat, head in hands, for some time... listening to the distant dull reports of the enemy barrage. Suddenly the crunching footsteps of marching men outside made him leap to his feet! A squad on a mission was passing by...

Lieutenant Henderson!

Colonel Henderson studied Captain Milliken... shocked at what he'd just heard? Then he began to speak... his voice was low and husky... with a grim determined tone...

That mission, Captain? The one I just assigned to you? I want Lieutenant Henderson to lead that squad on it. Is that clear?

Y-yes, sir!

Colonel Henderson saluted sharply, dismissing the Captain. As Milliken disappeared out of the open doorway, the Colonel sank into his chair slowly... staring blankly after him... his eyes clouded... reflecting the light of the kerosene lamp overhead...

I... I don't believe it! Martin? My own son! A coward? They... they must be mistaken.

Colonel Henderson watched the young Lieutenant break from the head of the squad and move toward him... Martin Henderson... Lieutenant... Infantry... U.S. Army! His son!

You have your orders, Lieutenant?

Yes, sir!

See that you carry them out, Lieutenant! Yes, sir!

Colonel Henderson sat, head in hands, for some time... listening to the distant dull reports of the enemy barrage. Suddenly the crunching footsteps of marching men outside made him leap to his feet! A squad on a mission was passing by...

The Colonel watched the squad move off in the darkness! He whispered under his breath after them...

Make me proud of you, my boy! Show them they're wrong about you! Show them you're no coward!

Overhead, a shell whined into the night, exploding off to the west! The Colonel turned and reentered the shell-marred building and sat down to wait...

If I don't get through to headquarters soon, we'll be sitting-ducks out here!
The colonel made a move to comfort his trembling son! Suddenly, a sound in the doorway made him look up! Captain Milliken stood there, supporting a wounded, disheveled bleeding sergeant.

"Captain! I... what's happened to the sergeant, there?" TELL HIM, HENDERSON! Go ahead! Tell him!"

The sergeant lifted his eyes... staring at the colonel's trembling son! He grimaced in pain... coughing up blood...

He... He ran out on us! He left us... to fight them off... cough... while he high-tailed it out of there!

What? Is that true, Lieutenant? No! No!

It is true! It... cough... cough... It is! He's yellow! Yellow! Yellow! Yellow!

As Lieutenant Henderson's commanding officer, sir, I insist he be placed under arrest to face court-martial... for neglect of duty and desertion of his men while under fire!

The colonel's face showed no emotion as he nodded...

If that is your charge, Captain Milliken, Lieutenant Henderson will stand trial... immediately!

On your feet, Lieutenant! Lieutenant Henderson looked at his father... his eyes pleading! The colonel turned away.

Count-martial will convene in twenty-minutes, Captain! Notify the other officers that are available! Yes, sir! Let's go, Lieutenant! Sob... sob...
Twenty minutes later, a court-martial heard the charges against Lieutenant Henderson...

Lieutenant Henderson! Have you anything to say in your defense before this court passes judgment upon you?

The colonel continued. He lowered his gaze so he would not have to see the look in his son’s eyes...

The penalty for this offense, Lieutenant, is death by a firing squad!

I have no other choice than to order the penalty to be carried out!

Dad! How could you? How could you? Sob...

The colonel lifted his eyes and watched his son begin to cry...

In view of the situation at hand... the execution will take place at 0600... two hours from now!

Sob... sob... sob...

They took Martin Henderson away! The colonel lit a cigarette! The other officers of the court-martial got up silently! One of them leaned over and spoke to the colonel...

I’m... sorry, sir! I... know how tough this must be for you!

Got to be done, major! Discipline must be maintained! We may have to fight our way out of here yet...

...and we can’t have any of our men losing faith in their commanding officers, eh? Don’t you agree, captain?

Yes, sir! Good morning, sir!
As dawn lit up the overcast sky, and the enemy barrage began anew, a firing squad moved toward the small shack that housed Lieutenant Martin Henderson. Suddenly the colonel crossed from his headquarters, the sentry looked up at him with a tear-stained face.

Before you take him, Captain... I'd like to speak to him!

Sure I'm a coward! Son... I was scared stiff! I ran! You set me running! Son... and I'm scared now, too! I don't want to die! I don't want to die!

Before you let me down, Martin! I wanted to be proud of you!

Go away! I hate you!

You wanted to be proud of me! That's all you ever wanted! You didn't care how I felt! All you thought about was your own pompous self!

I'm ashamed of you, Martin! You're a coward!

But the firing squad! They're outside!

Their rifles are loaded with blanks! When Milliken gives the order to fire, you fall... and lay still, for God's sake! You'll be left for dead! I won't give them a chance to bury you!

Blanks!

Yes! I don't know what's going to happen to you... and frankly, I don't care! Maybe someday we'll meet again! Good-bye, Martin!

I'll give the order to pull out! You'll be left behind... so you'll be on your own.
Colonel Henderson turned and went out of the shack...

THANK YOU, CAPTAIN! OKAY, LIEUTENANT! LET'S GO!

Lieutenant Martin Henderson marched beside the firing squad to the low hill they'd chosen. He seemed a little calmer now...

O'ja hear? He cried. Belly! He don't seem so scared now!

The squad halted some yards from the embankment, and the lieutenant and the captain continued on. Several officers stood to one side, watching the scene...

Any last request, Lieutenant? I'd like a cigarette, Captain!

O'ja hear? He cried. Yellow belly! He don't seem so scared now!

The captain placed a cigarette in Lieutenant Henderson's mouth and lit it. The lieutenant puffed it slowly...

Would you prefer to be blindfolded, Lieutenant? No, thanks! I'll watch!

The captain returned to the firing squad and barked the order to get ready. Martin Henderson searched the observers, finally finding his father. He grinned at him.

The captain returned to the firing squad and barked the order to get ready. Martin Henderson searched the observers, finally finding his father. He grinned at him.

The captain placed a cigarette in Lieutenant Henderson's mouth and lit it. The lieutenant puffed it slowly...

WILL YOU PREFER TO BE BLINDFOLDED, LIEUTENANT?

The firing squad's rifles barked and the .30 calibre lead slugs ripped through the lieutenant's body...killing him instantly! The grin froze on his face as his eyes glazed and his legs melted to the ground...

As the colonel turned away, the captain patted him on the back.

At least you can be proud of the fact that your son faced death like a man, Sir! I felt that he would die, Captain!
His uncle planned to change the provisions of his Will. Young Canfield had the information first-hand from his uncle's lawyer... last week's bitter fight was undoubtedly the reason. At all costs he must keep that last Will and Testament from being altered, Canfield thought to himself. For years he had looked forward to inheriting one-half of his uncle's vast estate, and now this last-minute change of mind, occasioned by their furious disagreement, threatened to cut off young Canfield without a dollar!

The knob turned easily under Canfield's hand; the door opened noiselessly and he stepped into his uncle's second floor library. The old man looked up in bewilderment, his hawk-eyes glittering suspiciously.

"W-What do you...?"

Before he could complete the question, his nephew had lunged across the room and scooped up the massive iron paperweight which dominated one side of the desk. Without pausing for an instant, young Canfield hurled it directly at his uncle's head. There was a sickening crunch... then the old man, his head a bleeding pulp, lurched to his feet. His lips worked spasmodically, but not a sound issued forth. The old man sprawled his length on the carpet.

Trying to avoid the blood which spurted from the old man's face wound, Canfield lugged the corpse out of the library. His hands around the old man's ankles, he was dragging his victim up the wooden attic steps when he heard a curious fluttering sound. Startled, young Canfield whirled and saw a sheet of paper settling to the floor at the base of the attic steps. Something the old man must've been writing at the moment I interrupted him, Canfield thought to himself. I'll get it... and burn it... after I've stowed the body in the attic!

It was ten minutes later that young Canfield, satisfied with the hiding place he had found for the body, started to descend from the attic. On the very first step his foot encountered a slick spot and his legs shot out from under him. With his arms flailing and a scream of surprise issuing from his lips, Canfield plunged headlong down the stairway. He and his shrill wail stopped simultaneously on the landing below the attic. A look of surprise seemed to animate Canfield's face, but except for that he remained strangely still. His neck was broken.

From the back of Canfield's head, where it had struck the solid floor, blood oozed in a thin trickle. It merged with the rapidly darkening trail which made a distinct path from the inside of the old man's library to the attic above. It was his uncle's blood... warm and still fluid... oo which young Canfield had skidded. Ironically, it was his victim's own blood which led to young Canfield's sudden downfall! And to his death!

Inches from his stuttering fingers lay the sheet of paper which Canfield's uncle had clutched even after life had left his body. Across it, in a wavering handwriting, were the words:

"Knowing that I cannot survive this most recent stroke, I, Wendell Canfield, do hereby alter my last Will and Testament, as dictated to my lawyers only two days ago. To my impetuous nephew, Meredith Canfield, I therefore leave my entire estate..."
As they trudged through the rain in single file, Merrick thought to himself: *it was right HERE, only a month ago, that the two prospectors' bodies were discovered.* The story going around was that the poor dirt-eaters had been overrun by the band of killers who roamed these lowlands. The two miners had been strangled to death, their gold dust stolen. *Just the alibi Merrick needed!* 

Merrick's eyes slowly focused on the rain-soaked shirt weaving in front of him. They were each owing a thousand dollars in dust—be awful nice if Merrick could finish this job with both thousands! The idea had been fermenting in his mind for weeks, and the memory of those two strangled prospectors crystallized the thought. Stealthily Merrick glanced about him—no soul in sight—not even tumbleweed scudding across the rain-swept horizon! It was now or never!

The fight was more gruelling than he had expected. His partner had somehow anticipated the downward plunge of Merrick's axe, for he swerved at the last moment and the blade skidded past his skull. Weak as they were from weeks of maggoty food and make-shift shelter... from hours of arduous toil in the searing sun and the lashing of sudden and tempestuous rainstorms... the two men were able to call on hidden reserves of strength which even they did not know existed. For it was obvious from the first moment of onslaught that only one of them would survive!

It seemed agonized hours later that Merrick's fingers finally tightened around his partner's throat, and he felt the man sag and slump lifelessly. The epic struggle had completely exhausted him... his clothing was tattered and blood-flecked, his lacerated arms hung limply at his sides. Slowly, painfully, he wobbled to his feet and opened the soggy knapsack which had fallen to the ground. His mud-caked face relaxed in a haggard grin as he removed a long strip of damp leather. Nice of his partner to carry it along and furnish Merrick with such a wonderful alibi!

At last Merrick's tumbling fingers completed their task. The leathery noose circled tightly around his victim's throat. Then Merrick wrapped the remaining leather strip around his own throat. Not tight enough to choke, yet firmly enough to appear as if that was its purpose. After he had buried the gold in an obscurely marked grave, he sank to the wet ground beside his dead partner. A fleeting thought ran through his mind before he dozed off into exhausted sleep... other miners, soon passing along this path, would find the two bodies and conclude that once again the marauding killers had struck. They would rejoice at Merrick's survival... and he could return later to recover the fortune!

Aeons later he awoke, conscious of fiery heat drumming against his flesh. The rain had stopped, the sun burned down mercilessly. Instinctively he reached for the noose at his neck, knowing he had to relieve the drowning sensation which enveloped him. Instinctively he clawed at the leather strip... frantically he tried to gulp air. But even though his life depended on it, Merrick was too exhausted to tear it free. Then he understood: his partner's leather had been rawhide, which shrinks in the sun after it has been dampened! He had been too close to notice what kind of leather it had been... and now it was closing around his throat... tighter... tighter...
The huge gleaming needle-shaped space-ship stood like a gigantic finger pointing skyward! Its rocket tubes still glowed red-hot from the landing that had just been completed. Off on the horizon, a tiny cloud of dust rose—drifting lazily—kicked up by a jeep speeding across the arid wastes toward the alien craft.

The dusty jeep with its four occupants bounced and rolled on the parched New Mexico desert sands, nearing the silver space-giant...

To think...that three days ago, most of us were discounting the theory that life exists on other planets...in other solar systems...

Yes! Then they made radio contact with us, and shook the entire scientific world!

Look at it! Isn't it magnificent?

Hurry, Hinkel! Hurry!

I'm driving as fast as I can!

Think of it! A ship from outer space... Earth's first visitors from another world!

The jeep rolled to a stop below the towering ship...

It's amazing how well they can speak English, considering that they learned it only by the few hours of radio contact they had with us!

It appears that Earthmen are not the most intelligent beings in this great universe, eh, gentlemen?
As soon as the sphere touched the sandy surface, a loudspeaker boomed from the spacecraft...

"Earthlings! Go back! We are taking off!"

"No. Wait!"

Still no sound came from the ship! Then... suddenly... a port in its side opened and a large metal sphere was lowered slowly to the ground...

"Now what's going on?"

"Search me!"

"Perhaps clumsy!"

"That's one of them!"

"Awfully space-suit!"

But there must be some explanation! We spent three days arranging for this landing! Are there too many of us earthmen here?

Perhaps you were very much like us?

I wonder if they're very much like us?

"Funny! Ship's locked up tight!"

"Hello, up there!"

As soon as the sphere touched the sandy surface, a loudspeaker boomed from the spacecraft...

"Earthlings! Go back! We are taking off!"

"No. Wait!"

What's wrong?"

"It is not that!"

"It is not that!"

"Now get in your vehicle and go back!"

It is not that! You told us you would have four. Now, it is not that! Now get in your vehicle and go back!

But you are so much more advanced scientifically than we are. To let you go now, would mean giving up a thousand years of progress for us on Earth! There is so much you could teach us... so much we could learn!

"We've followed their instructions to the letter!"

"Perhaps they still don't trust us!"

I can't see why!

But there must be some explanation! We spent three days arranging for this landing! Are there too many of us earthmen here?

"It is not that!"

"It is not that!"

"Now get in your vehicle and go back!"

"But you are so much more advanced scientifically than we are. To let you go now, would mean giving up a thousand years of progress for us on Earth! There is so much you could teach us... so much we could learn!"

"Yes, it is regrettable. For you! Perhaps we can simplify our reasons for leaving so you can understand them!"
They are! Let us see if we can give you an illustration. Suppose...

Suppose your race was far advanced in atomics... more so than you claimed you are in our radio contacts!

Yes... go on!

Suppose that one day... in one of your atomic laboratories...

Good Lord! Look at that radiation reading!

There's a leak somewhere! We've all been exposed!

'Suppose that later on, one of these scientists that was exposed to the radiations became a father...'

Doctor! What is it? You're white as a sheet! My wife! My wife is...

No, Alex! Your wife is fine! It... it's the... the baby!

The baby is dead!

No! The baby is alive! But... but... well... why not see for yourself?

'The new father was shown his infant child...'

Oh, my God! I... I don't know what to say, Alex. It... it may not live...

'And then, later on, a second scientist that had also been exposed to these radiations became a father...

You've got to take hold of yourself! These things happen!

But did you see it? It's hideous! HIDEOUS!
Suppose three mutants were taken from their parents and sent to the government laboratories to be studied...

Take this down, Jennings! Lab report number one-seven-five-four! Age... one year...

Hard, bony appendages of varied shapes jut from this cavity at its extreme edges... top and bottom! Mutant's hide is porous and covered with slender, thread-like filaments! Hide... coarse and thick! Frequently hide becomes drenched with foul-smelling acids which ooze from porous openings! Other liquides ooze from olfactory organ and mucous-membraned cavity!

Movements of mutant are awkward and... and... Jennings! What's wrong?

I... I don't feel so good, doctor!

Body of mutant is short and cylindrical with four triple-sectioned appendages! Each triple-sectioned appendage has several additional triple-sectioned appendages protruding from it! These end appendages are each armed with a horny scale resembling a talon!

Mutant has an oversized bulbous head! Visual organs are tiny and deep set... covered with a slimy liquid! Between the visual organs, a large pointed olfactory organ extends outward sharply! At the far end of this proboscis are two large vents fringed with fine cilia! Below this, a tremendous cavity lined with mucous membrane containing a protrusible organ covered with tiny wart-like growths!

These... these things are atomic mutants! The radiation caused them! Lord! Look at it! It... it's disgusting!

They warned us not to have a child! They told me about Alex's and Herman's... this proves it!
Suppose the government laboratories raised the mutants...studying them closely...

Mutants are carnivorous...feeding on other forms of animal life for sustenance!

Mutants have little intelligence! They appear selfish...ruthless...sadistic...egotistical...

Mutants' main life-drive appears to be reproduction! Other drives are subservient to this!

Nauseating!

How primitive!

The mutants appear to despise and maltreat life-forms inferior to their own! It is possible that they would, if they could, kill us!

They should be destroyed! Before there are too many of them!

We hope you can understand...frankly, no! We formed a mental picture of these monsters as you were describing them, but...

...we don't see how your illustration in any way explains why you no longer desire to make physical contact with us!

Stand back!

A blast of smoke and flame exploded from the rocket tubes of the alien craft...sending the four welcoming scientists scurrying to safety...

Good Lord!

Crazy Idiots!

Good-bye, Earthlings!
The roar was deafening! The ship shuddered...Rising into the sky above the sands of New Mexico...slowly! Then...faster and faster...

The metal ball was made up of two hemispheres! A touch of a button released them and they fell apart...

Good Lord! A man. The ‘horrible’ mutants they described. They’re human beings!
HERE IS A STORY, TINGED WITH HORROR, WITH A STARTLING BLOOD-CURDLING CLIMAX!

THE RUG!

A HORROR Suspense Story

Conrad Cartwright, the wealthy socialite sportsman, unlocked the door of his imposing North Woods retreat and swung it open. He stepped aside, allowing his suave, mild-mannered companion to enter.

Well, Reggie? This is it? How do you like it?

Hmmmm! Very attractive Connie! But we're miles from civilization up here! What in heavens are we going to do for amusement?

Conrad smiled at his debonair play-boy guest as he closed the door...

It'll do you good to get away from the social whirl for a while, Reggie. There's plenty to do around here fishing... hunting... hunting!! Ugh, how disgusting!
Conrad lit one of the polished kerosene lamps scattered about the lodge and the room glowed cheerily...

Reggie pointed a well-manicured finger at a large bear-skin rug that lay before the field-stone fireplace. The head of the unfortunate bear stared back at him with unseeing eyes...fangs bared.

Oh...come, come, Reggie? You're not squeamish about hunting, are you?

I abhor it! Especially when you do that to your victims!

What? Skin them and make rugs out of them? Why a rug like that is worth a fortune!

It's horrible! Look at the poor creature's eyes!

Reggie shuddered as he gazed at the bear-skin rug. Conrad began to laugh...

Oh, really now, Reggie! That bear-skin's been tanned and the head stuffed! Those eyes are just glass!

How'd you like to own a rug like that?

You mean you're offering it to me?

Oh, no! Not that one! We'll go out tomorrow and get you one!

No, thank you! I'd rather not have one, then!

Don't worry, Reggie! I'll do the shooting and skinning! You just come along for the ride!

Well, I... that is...

Tomorrow morning! Bright and early! I'll wake you! Now I think we ought to hit the hay! It's getting late!

Late? It's only ten-fifteen! Back in New York things are just getting warmed up at this hour!
The next morning, shortly after sunrise, Conrad and Reggie stepped from the cabin into the still dew-laden grass and began moving into the thick woods along an overgrown trail...

UGH! What a god-forsaken noun to be pulled out of bed! I'm still half asleep!

You'll wake up quick enough... so... You kill the poor things? I'm still half asleep!

Good heavens, Connie! Will I have to watch you kill the poor thing?

Poor thing! That's a laugh! One of those babies weighs over a thousand pounds!

Yes... you'd better watch! You've got to keep your eyes open when you hunt grizzly! If you don't hit him just right he'll keep coming at you and crush you to death!

Oh! Dear! You've heard the expression, "Bear-hug"? Well, a bear's hug is no sign of affection! It usually kills you!

I don't think I'd like one of those rug-after-rug-after-rug-after-rug... all, Connie? Let's...

A movement in the thicket ahead of them caught Conrad Cartwright's eye...

Sn-n-n-n-n-h! I think I see one!

Gulp!

The lumbering brown hulk nosed out into the open! It stopped as it caught the human scent! It turned... studying the two hunters with its tiny black beady eyes! Conrad slid the bolt of his rifle home...

He... he sees us!

He's too far away! I've got to get closer.

Conrad edged toward the bear! The furry giant watched him... stupidly fascinated...

Connie! Please...

Conrad! Shut up! Just a little closer... a little more...

Connie! I'm still half asleep!

I've got to get closer!
A low growl rumbled out of the bear's throat, warning the humans to keep back! Conrad lifted his rifle to his shoulder...

The shot exploded through the silent forest! The bear tumbled over, howling in pain! Conrad cursed...

Blast it! Get oh, my back, Reggie! I long missed the vital spot! He's going to charge!

The grizzly stumbled forward... up onto its hind legs! Its beady eyes flamed red as it rushed at the two men.

My god, Conrad! Shoot! Shoot!

Conrado waited until the bear was almost upon him! Carefully he sighted along the gleaming black barrel of his expensive rifle... then...

The bear tripped forward on its face, skidding to a stop almost at Conrado's feet! He smiled down at it... He's a beauty, Reggie! A real beauty!

I feel sick!

Conrado unsheathed his hunting knife and bent over the dead animal...

He's going to make a tremendous rug, Reggie! He... he... Reggie?

Conrado laughed at Reggie clinging behind the nearby tree... retching! Then he calmly proceeded to skin the bear...

Heh, heh! S'matter, Reggie? Excitement too much for you? Heh... heh...
That evening, back at the hunting lodge, Reggie and Conrad sat before a roaring fire. I see the colors finally come back, I feel a little better, now!

Don't be silly, Reggie! Why not?

Connie!

Reggie! That'll keep it from rotting till we can get it to a taxidermist!

Please! I'd rather not have it!

It's horrible... inhuman!

I... I'm tired, Conrad! I think I'll go to bed! Good night!

Oh, climb off it, Reggie! It's done every day! Lots of people hunt and skin their kills!

It didn't have to be stopped! It's barbaric!

Well! I don't see anything wrong in it! If you don't want the bear skin rug I'll keep it for myself!

Connad watched Reggie move down the hall and enter his bedroom. He listened for the snap of the lock! Then he lit a cigarette and smiled as he stared into the dying fire. "Nem, nem! Reggie's a real character. So touchy, so prouish!" thinks Bean. Skin rugs should be outlawed! Ha! What a riot!

Connad sat for a while musing to himself! His head nodded sleepily... his eyelids grew heavy... might as well yawn, turn in! Getting tired... nd, num, sleepy!
Suddenly the silence outside the cabin was shattered with an ear-splitting roar! Conrad jumped up, reaching instinctively for his rifle standing in the gun-case...

Cartwright peered through the cabin window! Outside, the night was thick and black! He shielded out the glare of the firelight... His gaze searching the shadows of the clearing that surrounded the lodge...

WHAT THE... WHAT WAS THAT? SOUNDED LIKE A GRIZZLY!


CAN'T MAKE OUT ANYTHING!

Suddenly the silence outside the cabin was shattered with an ear-splitting roar! Conrad jumped up, reaching instinctively for his rifle standing in the gun-case...

WHAT THE... WHAT WAS THAT? SOUNDED LIKE A GRIZZLY!

THE HUNTER MOVED TOWARD THE GLEAMING OBJECT... HIS GUN READY...

LOOKS LIKE...

THE LANTERN BEAM ILLUMINATED THE OBJECT MORE AND MORE AS CARTWRIGHT NEARED IT! SOON HE COULD MAKE OUT ITS SHAPE QUITE CLEARLY...

IT IS! IT'S A HUNTING KNIFE!

Conrad spun around! On the mantle of the fireplace stood a powerful battery lantern! He snatched it, flicked it on, flung open the door... and sent its powerful beam knifing off into the gloom...

WHAT'S THAT? SOMETHING SHINING OUT THERE

Suddenly a huge hairy paw, claws bare, reached into the circle of light closing awkwardly on the hunting knife...

GOOD LORD!

Cartwright swung the light over! The black mountainous hairy beast loomed up... its tiny red eyes glowing... its hideous mouth dripping open...

...GRIZZLY!
Conrad dropped his lantern. The beam tilting crazily! The savage grizzly moved toward him! He raised his gun, but...

The huge beast encircled the struggling hunter with its gigantic paws... crushing the air from his lungs...

Conrad slipped to the ground, the blackness closing in. Just before he drifted into unconsciousness, he felt a stinging pain in his chest as the knife cut through... ripping down and across...

Oh... My... God! He's... He's...

In his room, Reggie started from a sound sleep. He sat up, staring into the darkness...

What... What in blazes was that? Sounded like a scream!

Reggie rushed down the hall into the cabin living-room. The fire still glowed faintly, casting its eerie glow on the bear-skin rug before it. But nearby, below the chair that Conrad Cartwright had fallen asleep in, was another skin-rug... a new one.

Oooh! Lord! Conrad!